
+   TMV2-approved mixer valve offers 
thermostatic protection, providing 
peace of mind. 

+  Mixer valve is cool to touch when  
in use to prevent scalding. 

+   Vertical riser and horizontal grab 
rails can support users of up to 
23.5st (150kg).

+   Multifunctional shower head 
features 3 spray modes and durable 
silicone nozzles which are easy to 
clean.

+   2m long shower hose enables 
manoeuvrability when showering 
independently, or with assistance.

+   Adjustable holder for shower head 
to accommodate different user 
heights.

+   Contemporary design with polished 
chrome finish, which complements 
the AKW Onyx collection.

+   Available in left or right-handed 
configurations.

+   Supplied with interchangeable mixer 
valve paddles in white and black.

B E A U T I F U L  C A R E

Contemporary 
design meets  
safety and flexibility
The contemporary Onyx Combo Mixer Shower 
features a TMV2 approved mixer valve which 
is cool to touch and easily operated using two 
paddle levers.

The Onyx Combo also cleverly incorporates two 
weight-loading grab rails into the L-shaped 
design, these extend from the valve with a 
vertical riser and horizontal grab rail able to 
support users of up to 23.5st (150kg).

3 YEAR
WARRANTY
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Kit Includes:

+   Mixer shower valve with interchangable 
white and black paddles

+  Load-bearing vertical riser rail

+  Load-bearing horizontal grab rail

+  Clear soap dish

+  Sliding shower head bracket

+  3 spray mode shower head

+  2m shower hose

+  Additional shower head holder

Product Specification

+   Fixing points per wall flange: 3

+   Wall flanges: 5

+   Fixing points for additional shower head 
holder: 2

+   Dynamic pressure: 0.5-5 Bar

+   Static pressure: 1-10 Bar

+   Inlet fitting: ½” BSP

+   Outlet fitting: ½” BSP

+   Inlet cold temperature range: 4 - 25°C

+   Inlet hot temperature range: 55 - 65°C

+   Temperature range: 16 - 49°C

+   Safety setting: 38°C override button setting, 
limited high temperature 49°C (+/-2°C)

+   Flow rate: 8.5l/min (3 Bar)

+   Tube Diameter 
Horizontal: 42mm  
Vertical: 32mm

+   Wall Clearance 
Horizontal rail: 56mm  
Vertical rail: 61mm

Product Codes

Onyx Combo Mixer Shower LH 25436L-LS

Onyx Combo Mixer Shower RH 25436R-LS

Also available in the Onyx range:

Onyx shower trays, Onyx shower seats, Onyx grab rails, 
Onyx wash basin and Onyx bathroom accessories,  
visit our website for more details.


